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Let A be a Dedekind domain with finite residue fields, K it’s quotient field, L a
finite separable extension of K, and B the integral closure of A in L. The rings of
integer-valued polynomials on A and B are known to be Pru fer domains and will
be denoted by Int(A) and Int(B), respectively. We will present some connections
between the localizations of each of these rings (Theorem 2 and Corollary 4) and in
particular we answer the question when Int(A) is a subset of Int(B).  1998
Academic Press
Let A be a Dedekind domain with finite residue fields and K the quotient
field of A. We denote by Int(A) the subring of K[X] consisting of all poly-
nomials f (X) such that f (A)/A. Serious study of the ring Int(A) began
with papers of Polya [7] and Ostrowski [6] published in 1919. The main
focus of these papers is the A-module structure of Int(A) where A is the
ring of algebraic integers in a finite extension of the field of rational numbers.
Let L be a finite separable extension of K and B the integral closure of
A in L. The rings Int(A) and Int(B) have no obvious connections, Int(A)
is not even a subring of Int(B) [5]. In this note we put in evidence some
connections between prime ideals of Int(A) and Int(B). We exhibit a relation
between these prime ideals and the prime ideals of A which split completely
in L, using the essential valuations of Int(A) and Int(B).
If P is a non-zero prime ideal of B and p=P & A, we denote, as usual,
e(Pp), f (Pp) the ramification index and the residue degree, respectively,
of P over p. The prime ideal p of A splits completely in L if e(Pp) f (Pp)
=1 for all prime ideals P of B such that P & A= p. A valuation w on L
is called an extension of a valuation v of K if w(x)=v(x) for all x # K. If
m and M are the maximal ideals of v and w, respectively, we denote by
e(wv) the ramification index e(Mm) and by f (wv) the residue degree f (Mm).
For every valuation v we denote by 1v the value group and by kv the residue
field of v. If A is a Dedekind domain then Int(A) is a Pru fer domain [2]
(a domain is called a Pru fer domain if all the localizations with respect to
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prime ideals are valuation rings). If v is a valuation on K(X) such that the
valuation ring of v is the localization of Int(A) with respect to some prime
ideal, then we call v an essential valuation for Int(A). We prove that every
extension of an essential valuation for Int(A) to L(X) is an essential valuation
for Int(B).
First we study the case of rank-one discrete valuation rings. Let v be a
rank-one discrete valuation, let A be the valuation ring of v, m the maximal
ideal of A, K , A , m the completions of K, A, and m respectively, with
respect to v and v be the continuous extension of v to K . We recall some
basic facts about prime ideals of Int(A).
Proposition 1 [3]. In the above hypotheses, the prime ideals of Int(A)
are:
(i) the ideals :Q=QK[X] & Int(A) where Q is an irreducible polyno-
mial in K[X]; these ideals have height one.
(ii) the ideals mx=[P # Int(A): v (P(x))>0] where x # A are maximal
ideals and they are distinct.
The ideal :Q is contained in mx if and only if Q(x)=0. The localizations
of Int(A) with respect to these prime ideals are:
(i) K[X] (Q) the valuation ring of the Q-adic valuation of K(X);
(ii) Vx=[R # K(X): v (R(x))0].
If we denote by vx the valuation of K(X) whose valuation ring is Vx ,
then vx is defined as follows:
(a) if x is transcendental over K, then vx is a rank-one discrete
valuation and
vx(R)=v (R(x)) for all R # K(X),
(b) if x is algebraic over K, then vx is a rank-two discrete valuation
and
vx(R)=(n, v (R1(x))) for all R # K (X),
where R=(X&x)n R1 , n # Z, R1 # K (X), and R1(x) is well defined and
non-zero.
Let L be a finite separable extension of K and v1 , ..., vk be the set of all
extensions of v to L. Let Ai , mi be the valuation ring and the maximal
ideal, respectively, and L i , A i , m i be the completions of L, Ai , m i , with
respect to vi . We denote also by v i the continuous extension of vi to L i . Let
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ei be the ramification index e(mi m) and fi the residue degree f (mi m).
Since LK is a finite separable extension, then
[L : K]= :
k
i=1
ei f i= :
k
i=1
e(m i m ) f (m i m )= :
k
i=1
[L i : K ] (see [1]).
The integral closure B of A in L is the intersection ki=1 Ai and Ai=Bmi & B .
Also we know that
Int(B)= ,
k
i=1
Int(Ai) (see [2]).
So every essential valuation for Int(B) is essential for some Int(Ai),
i=1, ..., k. The prime ideals of Int(B) are:
(i) the ideals ;Q=QL[X] & Int(B) where Q is an irreducible poly-
nomial in L[X] and these ideals have height one;
(ii) mi, x=[P # Int(B): v i (P(x))>0] where i=1, ..., k, x # A i , and
these ideals are maximal and distinct since mi mi, x .
The localization of Int(B) with respect to these prime ideals is:
(i) L[X](Q) the valuation ring of the Q-adic valuation on L(X);
(ii) Vi, x=[R # L(X): v i, x(R(x))0].
If we denote by vi, x the valuation on L(X) which has Vi, x as a valuation
ring then vi, x is defined as follows:
(a) if x is transcendental over L then vi, x is a rank-one discrete
valuations on L(X) and
vi, x(R)=v i (R(x)) for every R # L(X);
(b) if x is algebraic over L, then vi, x is a rank-two discrete valuation
on L(X) and
vi, x(R)=(n, v i (R(1(x))) for every R # L(X),
where R=(X&x)n R1 , n is an integer number, R1 # L i (X), and R1(x) is
well defined and non-zero.
Theorem 2. Under the above hypotheses and notations let v be an
essential valuation for Int(A).
(i) If v is the Q-adic valuation on K(X), vQ , and Q=cQa11 } } } Q
ar
r is
the irreducible decomposition of Q in L[X], then vQ admits r extensions to
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L(X) which are equivalent to vQ1 , ..., vQr the Q i -adic valuations on L(X) and
these valuations are essential for Int(B).
(ii) If vvx for some x # A , then v has exactly k extensions to L(X),
namely v1, x , ..., vk, x .
Proof. (i) First we observe that the restriction of vQi to K(X) is equiv-
alent to vQ for every i=1, ..., r. If w is an essential extension of vQ to L(X)
then the restriction of w to K is the trivial valuation and since LK is a
finite extension, then so is the restriction of w to L. For the same reason,
w must be a rank-one discrete valuation and so w is the P-adic valuation
on L(X) for some irreducible polynomial P # L[X] or w=v . But
vQ(1x)0 and so w{v . Now we prove that P=Q i for some i=1, ..., r.
If P{Qi for every i=1, ..., r then w(Q)=0 and so w is not an extension of
vQ to L(X).
(ii) Suppose that x is transcendental over K (then it is so over L
since LK is finite). Since v i is an extension of v to L i then vi, x is an
extension of vx to L(X). We prove that e(vi, x vx)=ei and f (vi, x vx)= fi for
every i=1, ..., k. The value groups 1vx and 1vi, x are the same as the value
groups of v and v i and so 1vx=1v =1v and 1vi, x=1V i=1Vi . The residue
field of vx is Vx mx which is isomorphic to A m and so isomorphic to Am.
Also the residue field of vi, x is Vi, xmi, x which is isomorphic to Ai mi . So
f (vi, x vx)=[Vi, x mi, x : Vx mx]=[Ai mi : Am]=f (mi m)= f i .
We also observe that [L(X) : K(X)]=[L : X]=n=ni=1 ei fi which
proves that [vi, x : i=1, ..., k] is the set of all extensions of vx to L(X).
These valuations are essential for Int(B) as we already saw.
If x is algebraic over K, then x is also algebraic over L. In this case vx
and vi, x are rank-two discrete valuations. Let R # K(X) and R=(X&x)n R1
where n is an integer, R1 # K (X), R1(x) is well defined and non-zero. If
R=(X&x)m R2 is the correspondent decomposition of R with respect to
L i then n=m and R1=R2 and so vx(R)=vi, x(R) since v i extends v to L i .
The value groups of vx and vi, x are Z_1v and Z_1vi , respectively.
Hence the ramification index ei (vi, x vx) is equal to [1vi : 1v]=ei . As we
saw before the residue degree f (vi, xvi) is equal to fi and so [L(X) : K(X)]
=n=ki=1 e(vi, xvx) f (vi, x vx) which proves that [vi, x : i=1, ..., k] is the
set of all extensions of vx to L(X).
Remark. If P is an irreducible polynomial of L[X] and : is a root
of P, then : is algebraic over L and so it is also algebraic over K. If Q is
the minimal polynomial of : over K, and Q=cQa1
1
} } } Qarr is the irreducible
decomposition of Q in L[X], then P is associated to some Qi and so
L[X](P)=L[X] (Qi) . This proves that  L[X](P) & K(X)= K[X](Q)
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where the intersections are over the set of all irreducible polynomials of
L[X] and K[X], respectively.
Corollary 3. Int(A)Int(B) if and only if the maximal ideal m of A
splits completely in L. In this case Int(B) is the integral closure of Int(A)
in L(X).
Proof. We know that Int(A)=(Q K[X] (Q)) & (x # A Vx) (the first
intersection is over the set of all irreducible polynomials in K[X]) and
Int(B)=P L[X](P) ki=1 (x # A i Vi, x).
If Int(A)/Int(B) we claim that K =L i for every i=1, ..., k. Otherwise
there exists x # A i&A . Then Vi, x & K(X) is a valuation ring of K(X). If
Vi, x & K(X)#Int(A) since Int(A) is a Pru fer domain, then there exists a
prime ideal M of Int(A) such that Vi, x & K(X)=Int(A)M [4]. If M=my
for some y # A then vi, x must be an extension of vy to L(X) (Theorem 2).
This is possible if and only if x= y which contradicts the fact that
x # A i&A . So M=:Q for some irreducible polynomial Q # K[X]. It
follows that vi, x is the extension of the Q-adic valuation of K(X) to L(X).
But this is possible if and only if vi, x is a P-adic valuation on L(X) for
some irreducible polynomial of L[X] which is impossible. This proves that
Vi, x & K(X)$3 Int(A) and so Int(A) is not a subset of Int(B) which contra-
dicts our assumption. So L i=K for every i=1, ..., k. But [L i : K ]=ei fi and
so ei fi=1 for all i=1, ..., k which means that m splits completely in L.
Conversely, if m splits completely in L then L i=K for every i and so
every essential valuation of Int(B) is an extension of some essential valuation
of Int(A). Then from Theorem 2 we have
,
x # A
Vx=K(X) ,
k
i=1 \ ,x # A i Vi, x+
and so Int(A)=K(X) & Int(B) and Int(B) is the integral closure of Int(A)
in L(X) [4].
Corollary 4. Let A be a Dedekind domain with finite residue fields and
let K be the quotient field of A. Let LK be a finite separable extension and
B the integral closure of A in L. Then:
(i) every extension to L(X) of an essential valuation of Int(A) is an
essential valuation of Int(B);
(ii) Int(A)/Int(B) if and only if every maximal ideal of A splits
completely in L. In these cases Int(B) is the integral closure of Int(A)
in L(X).
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The proof is obvious since Int(A)=m Int(Am) and Int(B)=M Int(BM)
where the intersections are over the set of all maximal ideals of A and B,
respectively [2].
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